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Lets get directly to the point. None has compensated me to investigate about you. You do not know me and you are
probably wondering why you're getting this e-mail?
In fact, I actually placed a malware on the xxx streaming (porno) web-site and guess what, you visited this site to
experience fun (you know what I mean). While you were viewing videos, your internet browser began functioning as a
Remote control Desktop having a keylogger which gave me access to your display as well as webcam. Immediately
after that, my software program gathered all your contacts from your Messenger, Facebook, and e-mail . And then I
created a double video. 1st part displays the video you were watching (you have a nice taste ; )), and 2nd part displays
the view of your webcam, and it is you.
You have got a pair of options. Let us study each of these options in aspects:
First solution is to skip this e mail. As a consequence, I most certainly will send out your actual video to every single one
of your personal contacts and thus just consider about the shame you will definitely get. In addition if you happen to be
in a committed relationship, exactly how it is going to affect?
Number two solution is to pay me $3000. I will think of it as a donation. As a result, I most certainly will immediately
discard your video. You could keep on daily life like this never happened and you will not hear back again from me.
You'll make the payment via Bitcoin (if you do not know this, search "how to buy bitcoin" in Google search engine).
BTC Address: 13bDMqqgp2BLngM3qB6tiUgzMZUNyPv146
[CASE-sensitive, copy and paste it]
If you may be making plans for going to the cop, look, this email cannot be traced back to me. I have dealt with my
steps. I am just not trying to ask you for money a huge amount, I wish to be rewarded. You have one day to pay. I've a
special pixel within this email message, and now I know that you have read through this e mail. If I do not receive the
BitCoins, I definitely will send out your video to all of your contacts including members of your family, coworkers, and so
forth. Having said that, if I receive the payment, I will destroy the recording right away. It is a non:negotiable offer and so
don't waste my time & yours by replying to this e mail. If you need proof, reply with Yea then I will send your video to
your 13 friends.

